
 
EQ Information 

 

The Basics 
What is EQ? 
Excepted Quantities or EQ as it’s known is a method of shipping dangerous goods in small quantities so 
that it doesn’t require multiple labels or dangerous goods notes. 
 
How do we ship Smart Wall Paint as EQ? 
Smart Wall Paint or UN1760 as it is more affectionately known must be shipped in inner packagings 
(bottles) of no more then 30ml up to a maximum of 500ml in any one combination package (box). 
 
What are the benefits? 
There are many benefits to shipping this way, namely that most carriers will be able to deliver your goods to 
more countries and with no DG charges. You’ll also only need one label (the “EQ label”, more on this 
below) instead of up to fiver per package and you don’t need a dangerous goods note. 
 
What does the “EQ Label” look like? 
Below is a picture of what the Smart Wall Paint EQ label looks like: 
 

 

 
What products will be EQ from now on? 
Once introduced all Smart Wall Paint White and Clear kits of sizes; 2m², 6m², 12m² and 18m² will be 
shipped as EQ.  
 
Unfortunately 34m² kits exceed the allowed 500ml and as such cannot be shipped as EQ. 34m² kits are 
being discontinued. 
 

New Packaging 
Is there new packaging for EQ? 
Yes, for 2m² and 6m² kits we will be moving to a brand new (and smaller) kit box. We expect this to be in 
stock soon. Each 2m² kit will contain 2x Part A’s and every 6m² kit will contain 6x Part A’s. 
 



 
EQ Information 
For 12m² and 18m² kits they will continue to be shipped in the existing (or soon to be old) kit box which has 
had a new top insert designed and made for it that will allow the bottles to fit in securely. For 12m² kits there 
will be 12x Part A’s, for 18m² kits there will be 18x Part A’s. 
 
This information is summarised in the table below: 

Kit (White or Clear) Box Number of Bottles Labels 

2m² 
New EQ Box 

2 

1x EQ Label 
6m² 6 

12m² 
Current Kit Box 

12 

18m² 18 

 
But that’s a part A for every meter squared! Is that correct? 
Yes, with the EQ bottles the number of bottles required has been designed to be a 1:1 ratio with our kits 
coverage in order to standardise the product and make everyone's lives easier. There will also only be two 
types of Part A EQ bottles, one for white and one for clear. 

 


